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1

ABOUT THIS PRICING PROPOSAL

1.1

Introduction

We submit this Pricing Proposal for 2021-22, the third regulatory year of the 2019-24 regulatory
control period, to the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) in accordance with the requirements of
the National Electricity Rules (NER clause 6.18.2(a)(2)).
On 30 April 2019, the AER released its final decision on Ausgrid’s electricity distribution
determination for the 2019-24 regulatory control period (referred to as ‘the AER’s final
determination’ or ‘the AER’s final decision’). 1 This includes the AER’s decision on our Tariff
Structure Statement (TSS) for the 2019-24 control period. 2 Our approved TSS (referred to as
‘the TSS’, ‘Ausgrid’s TSS’ or ‘our TSS’) is published on the AER’s website 3 and is also available
on our website. 4
On 30 September 2019, Ausgrid submitted a proposal to the AER to approve an amendment to
our TSS to include new network tariffs to apply to certain embedded network customers. 5 We
lodged this request in accordance with clause 6.18.1B of the NER.
On 28 February 2020, the AER released its decision to not approve our proposal to amend the
TSS. The AER was not satisfied that the threshold to amend the TSS under clause 6.18.1B of
the NER had been met. 6
As a result of the AER’s decision, our current TSS released on 30 April 2019 (‘the TSS’)
continues to apply.
Our Pricing Proposal for standard control services is based on the TSS. It also provides
schedule of charges for alternative control services (public lighting, ancillary network services
and metering services) based on the AER’s final determination.

1.2

Structure of this Pricing Proposal

This Pricing Proposal has the following structure:
•

Chapter 2 presents an overview of our Pricing Proposal

•

Chapter 3 presents our tariff classes

•

Chapter 4 presents our tariffs and charging parameters

AER, Final Decision – Ausgrid Distribution Determination 2019 to 2024, April 2019. Available at
https://www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/determinations-access-arrangements/ausgrid-determination-201924/final-decision.
2
AER, Final Decision – Ausgrid Distribution Determination 2019 to 2024, Attachment 18 Tariff Structure
Statement, April 2019. Available at https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20-%20Final%20decision%20%20Ausgrid%20distribution%20determination%202019-24%20-%20Attachment%2018%20%20Tariff%20structure%20statement%20-%20April%202019.pdf.
3
AER, Final Decision – Ausgrid Distribution Determination 2019 to 2024, Amended Tariff Structure
Statement, April 2019 – Clean. Available at https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20%20Final%20Decision%20-%20Ausgrid%20distribution%20determination%202019-24%20%20Amended%20Tariff%20Structure%20Statement%20-%20April%202019%20-%20Clean.pdf.
4
Ausgrid, Attachment 10.1 – Tariff Structure Statement, April 2019. Available at https://www.ausgrid.com.au//media/Documents/Regulation/Reports-plans/Ausgrid-approved-TSS-2019-24.pdf.
5
Ausgrid, Tariff Structure Statement Amendment, September 2019. Available at
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Ausgrid%20-%20Clean%20version%20%20Tariff%20Structure%20Statement%20amendment%20-%2030%20September%202019 0.pdf.
6
AER, Determination Ausgrid Tariff Structure Statement 2019-24 Amendment Proposal, February 2020.
Available at https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20decision%20%20Ausgrid%20TSS%20amendment%20proposal%20-%2028%20February%202020.pdf.
1
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•

Chapter 5 summarises the weighted average revenue

•

Chapter 6 summarises variations to tariffs

•

Chapter 7 summarises designated pricing proposal charges

•

Chapter 8 summarises Climate Change Fund charges

•

Chapter 9 summarises the distribution use of system unders and overs account

•

Chapter 10 summarises changes from the previous regulatory year

•

Chapter 11 summarises customer impacts

•

Chapter 12 demonstrates consistency with the TSS

•

Chapter 13 demonstrates compliance with National Electricity Rules

•

Chapter 14 summarises the annual system of assessment and review of tariffs

•

Chapter 15 covers public lighting services

•

Chapter 16 covers ancillary network services

•

Chapter 17 covers metering services.

The accompanying Explanatory Notes in Appendix A provide more detail on this Pricing
Proposal including indicative prices for the remaining regulatory years of the 2019-24 regulatory
control period (Appendix A.1), our customer impacts analysis (Appendix A.2) and supporting
information. Appendix B provides a schedule of charges for alternative control services.

1.3

Feedback

We welcome feedback from our customers and stakeholders. Please provide feedback to:
pricing@ausgrid.com.au or
Network Pricing Manager
Ausgrid
GPO Box 4009
Sydney NSW 2001
Customers may also comment via Ausgrid’s Facebook page at www.facebook.com/Ausgrid or
via twitter.com/Ausgrid.
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2

OVERVIEW

This document is our Pricing Proposal for the third year of the 2019-24 regulatory control
period. We submit it for review and approval by the AER as required by clause 6.18.2(a)(2) of
Chapter 6 of the National Electricity Rules (NER). It is structured to allow ready assessment of
compliance by the AER.

2.1

Key reforms

The proposal is based on our TSS. The key pricing reforms proposed for the 2019-24 regulatory
period and approved by the AER are:
•

Introduction of demand tariffs as the default assignment for residential and small
business new connections and customers on flat tariffs upgrading their meter by
customer choice, from 1 July 2019.

•

Our new TOU-demand and existing TOU tariffs are opt-out options for all customers
assigned to a demand tariff.

•

Transitional TOU tariffs for residential and small business customers are no longer
transitioning and are set to the same level as legacy flat tariffs for the 2019-24 regulatory
period. Together they are referred to as ‘flat tariffs’.

•

Flat tariffs are closed to new customers as they are not cost reflective.

•

Customers on flat tariffs replacing faulty meters are assigned to the introductory demand
tariff for 12 months, and then reassigned to a demand tariff.

•

TOU customers replacing a meter for any reason remain on TOU tariffs and can opt-in to
demand tariffs.

•

Transitional tariffs for medium and large business customers will transition to an
appropriate capacity-based tariff over the 2019-24 regulatory period.

•

No change to the seasonal TOU charging windows for energy for residential and small
business customers.

•

Alignment of seasonal charging windows for peak energy with summer and winter
seasonal demand charges. Residential and small business charging windows for ‘low
season’ maximum demand are aligned with the capacity charging windows for larger
businesses (2-8 pm working weekdays).

Our tariff classes are presented in Chapter 3. Proposed tariffs and charging parameters are
presented in Chapter 4.
Our Pricing Proposal also includes assessment and reassignment of existing customers to an
appropriate tariff based on the consumption threshold (see Chapter 14).

2.2

Target revenue

The AER’s 2019-24 Determination for Ausgrid established our smoothed revenue allowance for
2021-22 and methodology to calculate the resulting revenue targets. Table 2.1 below shows the
revenue targets for Distribution Use of System (DUOS), Transmission Use of System (TUOS),
Climate Change Fund (CCF), and the resulting Network Use of System (NUOS) revenue target.
We have set our proposed network tariffs for 2021-22 to recover these revenue targets.
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Network prices for our large (>750 MWh per year) and commercial and industrial customers are
proposed to increase by between 5.5% and 7.0%, reflective of the increase in our transmission
charges and the share of these customers in our total network costs.

2.4

Consistency with the approved TSS

Our Pricing Proposal is based on our approved TSS. There are no departures in proposed tariff
classes, tariffs and charging parameters. Differences in indicative prices are explained by our
update of forecasts of customer numbers, energy consumption and demand, as well as an
updated estimate of the 2021-22 designated pricing proposal charges including TransGrid’s
charges, and the Climate Change Fund contributions (see Chapter 12).
Our Pricing Proposal resumes the transition and rebalancing of certain tariffs envisaged in our
TSS, paused in 2020-21 due to uncertainties associated with the current COVID-19 pandemic.
We have updated our energy consumption and tariff forecasts for the remainder of the
regulatory period, reflecting an updated expectation about the shape of the COVID-19 recovery.

2.5

Compliance with the NER

2.6

Annual tariff review outcomes

2.7

Alternative control services

Our Pricing Proposal complies with the AER’s determination and the National Energy Rules
(see Chapter 13).

Our Pricing Proposal includes reassignment of about 3,300 non-residential customers to an
appropriate tariff based on their average consumption profiles supported by 24 months of
historical data, subject to customer impacts assessment (see Chapter 14).

Our Pricing Proposal provides a schedule of charges for alternative control services: public
lighting (Chapter 15), ancillary network services (Chapter 16) and metering services
(Chapter 17).

.
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3

TARIFF CLASSES

This section sets out the tariff classes for standard control services that are specified in our
approved TSS for 2019-24 (NER clause 6.18.2(b)(2)). Our TSS contains policies and
procedures we will apply to assign customers to tariff classes. It also sets out the policies and
procedures for assigning customers to tariffs within each class. Additional explanation is
provided in our ES7 Network Price Guide.
Table 3.1 below summarises our five network tariff classes, and the individual tariffs in each
tariff class, including a set of demand tariffs for residential customers and for non-residential
customers with less than 40 MWh energy consumption a year, introduced on 1 July 2019 (see
Section 2.1 of the TSS).
Assignment of customers to tariff classes are presented in Section 2.2 of the TSS.
Assignment of customers to a tariff within the tariff class are presented in Section 2.3 of the
TSS.
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4

PROPOSED TARIFFS AND CHARGING
PARAMETERS

This section sets out, for each proposed tariff, the charging parameters and the elements of
service to which each charging parameter relates (NER clause 6.18.2(b)(3)).
Tables 4.1 – 4.4 below set out our proposed prices for NUOS and its components (DUOS,
TUOS and CCF) for 2021-22. Indicative NUOS prices for each remaining year of the 201924 regulatory period are provided in Appendix A.1 (NER clause 6.18.2(d)).
The four types of charging parameters are:
•

network access charge

•

energy consumption charge

•

demand charge

•

capacity charge. 10

The energy consumption and demand charges may vary by time of day and/or by season,
with different time periods applied to residential and non-residential customers.
Seasonal definitions of time periods used in the charging parameters for the Time of Use
(TOU) energy consumption charge, demand charge and capacity charge for different
customer categories are provided in our TSS 11 and are further explained in our ES7
Network Price Guide. 12

Ausgrid’s TSS, Section 3.1, p 15.
Ausgrid’s TSS, Section 3.1, pp 16-24.
12
Ausgrid,
ES7
Network
Price
Guide,
https://www.ausgrid.com.au/Industry/Regulation/Network-prices.
10
11
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6

VARIATIONS TO TARIFFS

Clause 6.18.2(b)(5) of the NER requires that a pricing proposal set out the nature of any
variation or adjustment to the tariff that could occur during the course of the regulatory year
and the basis on which it could occur.
We do not propose to vary or adjust our network tariffs during 2021-22.
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10

CHANGES FROM THE PREVIOUS
REGULATORY YEAR

Clause 6.18.2(b)(8) of the NER requires that a pricing proposal must describe the nature
and extent of change from the previous regulatory year and demonstrate that the changes
comply with the Rules and any applicable distribution determination.
Our approved TSS for the 2019-24 regulatory control period further advances our tariff
reform towards cost reflective tariffs.
The transition towards cost reflective tariffs for medium and large low voltage customers on
transitional tariffs was delayed in 2020-21 due to uncertainties associated with the COVID19 pandemic. Re-balancing of tariff was also delayed. This Pricing Proposal resumes the
transition and re-balancing paths envisaged in our TSS, adjusted for the changes in the
forecasts and revenues and moderated by consideration of customer impacts.

10.1

Demand tariffs for residential and small business customers

From 1 July 2019, we introduced demand tariffs for residential and small business
customers.

Each demand tariff consists of a fixed daily charge (in cents per day), an energy
consumption charge (in cents per kWh) with a seasonal TOU structure, and a seasonal
demand charge (in cents per kW per day). The demand measure is the maximum energy
consumption recorded over any 30-minute period within the defined seasonal demand
window on a working weekday in each month (measured in kW). The resulting demand
charge applies for each day in the month (before being reset for the next month) (see TSS
Section 3.2).
The demand window for measuring the maximum demand is aligned with a corresponding
TOU peak energy window. In seasons where there is no peak energy on working
weekdays, a summer window of 2-8 pm applies (see TSS Section 3.1 and ES7 Network
Price Guide for detail).
We do not propose any changes in our tariffs or tariff structures from the previous
regulatory year (2020-21).

10.2

Tariff assignment policy

From 1 July 2019, demand tariffs became a default assignment for residential and small
business new connections and customers on flat tariffs upgrading their meter by customer
choice.
Tariff assignment policy and tariffs include a demand (introductory) tariff for 12 months for
existing residential and small business customers on a flat tariff when they replace their
meter due to meter failure. The demand (introductory) tariffs give customers an opportunity
to understand their patterns of usage for 12 months before being automatically reassigned
to the default demand tariff. Customers assigned to the demand (introductory) tariff have
the option to be reassigned to another demand tariff, or to a TOU tariff (see TSS
Section 2.3). After 12 months on a demand (introductory) tariff, customers are automatically
re-assigned to a demand tariff.
TOU-demand and TOU tariffs are opt-out options for all customers assigned to a demand
tariff.
TOU customers replacing meter for any reason remain on TOU tariffs and can opt-in to
demand tariffs (see ES7 Network Price Guide for detail).
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We do not propose any changes in our tariffs assignment policy from the previous
regulatory year (2020-21).

10.3

Closure of non-cost reflective tariffs

In line with the AER’s final decision on our TSS, our transitional TOU tariffs for residential
(EA011) and small business (EA051) customers introduced during 2018-19 were set to the
legacy flat tariff in NUOS charges in 2019-20. 17 Note that EA010 and EA011 customers
might be subject to different metering service charges depending on the meter type and the
connection history (see Chapter 17).
Existing flat (non-cost reflective) residential and small business tariffs (EA010/EA011 and
EA050/EA051) were closed in 2019-20 to new customers (see ES7 Network Price Guide
for detail).
We do not propose any changes in policy regarding closure of non-cost reflective tariffs
from the previous regulatory year (2020-21).

10.4

Transitional tariffs for medium to large customers

Transitional tariffs for medium and large business customers will transition to an appropriate
capacity-based tariff over the 2019-24 period. 18 Transitional tariff EA316 (40-160 MWh) will
converge with EA302 (40-160 MWh). Transitional tariff EA317 (160-750 MWh) will
converge with EA305 (160-750 MWh).
We had planned to introduce capacity charges for the transitional tariffs EA316 (in kW) and
EA317 (in kVA) effective from 1 July 2020. However, due to uncertainties associated with
the COVID-19 pandemic, the above transition was postponed for one year. We are
proposing to progress this transition in 2021-22. We have sent communication to the
retailers outlining the approved changes and a list of their impacted customers, in order for
the retailers to inform customers. We have also advised retailers that customers on tariff
EA316 with MRIM meters that are currently being read on a quarterly cycle will be
transitioned to a monthly read schedule from 1 April 2021 to ensure the 12-month rolling
capacity is applied.

10.5

Demand windows are aligned with TOU peak

Our Pricing Proposal, in line with the TSS, maintains current seasonal TOU charging
windows for energy for residential and small business customers. The summer and winter
seasonal demand windows are aligned with corresponding peak energy windows. In other
months (‘low season’) where the peak energy price does not apply, residential and small
business charging windows are aligned with the capacity charging windows for larger
businesses (2-8 pm working weekdays).
We do not propose any changes in our charging windows from the previous regulatory year
(2020-21).

17
AER, Final Decision – Ausgrid Distribution Determination 2019 to 2024, Attachment 18 Tariff Structure
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20Statement,
April
2019,
p
18-15.
Available
at
%20Final%20decision%20-%20Ausgrid%20distribution%20determination%202019-24%20%20Attachment%2018%20-%20Tariff%20structure%20statement%20-%20April%202019.pdf.
18
AER, Final Decision – Ausgrid Distribution Determination 2019 to 2024, Attachment 18 Tariff Structure
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/AER%20Statement,
April
2019,
p
18-16.
Available
at
%20Final%20decision%20-%20Ausgrid%20distribution%20determination%202019-24%20%20Attachment%2018%20-%20Tariff%20structure%20statement%20-%20April%202019.pdf.
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11

CUSTOMER IMPACTS

In setting our tariffs we apply pricing principles under clause 6.18.5 of the NER which
include considering customer impacts (NER section 6.18.5(h)). We have supported our
approved TSS with extensive customer impact analysis (see TSS Section 4.4). We
replicate this analysis in Appendix A.2.
This Pricing Proposal for 2021-22 has been developed when the uncertainty about the
COVID-19 pandemic has somewhat reduced but not yet fully resolved, with the degree of
its impact on Australian people and business, and the future recovery path, still remaining
uncertain.
We have updated our volume forecasts downwards and addressed a revenue underrecovery of about $23m that occurred in 2020-21. Our transmission charges for 2021-22
have also increased, as Ausgrid’s allowed transmission revenue is on an increasing path
while distribution revenue is on a decreasing path for the 2019-24 regulatory period.
Overall, our target revenue from tariffs (including under-recovery from 2020-21) increased
while residential volumes projected to decrease due to the unwinding of the COVID-19
effects and the accelerating growth in rooftop solar. Overall projected 2.2% growth in
energy volumes in 2021-22 is driven by non-residential sector. This trend is projected to
continue for the remainder of the 2019-24 regulatory period. We have also revised
downwards our projected 2021-22 growth in customer numbers.
Our proposed prices result in the average network charges remaining relatively stable, with
an $3 (0.3%) increase in average network charges (NUOS) from 2020-21 to 2021-22.
Average network charges are defined as total NUOS revenue divided by the total number of
customers.
Our ‘typical’ residential customer bills are proposed to increase by less than 3% from 202021 to 2021-22.
Our small business customers progress towards closing the gap between residential and
small business gross energy charges, as envisaged in the TSS, with a ‘typical’ small
business customer receiving a marginal reduction in network bill (-0.4%) from 2020-21 to
2021-22.
Our ‘typical’ medium customer network bill remains unchanged, a move in line with the TSS
transition and rebalancing path. For the same reason, large customers face a moderate
increase (between 5.5% and 7.0%) in their network charges from 2020-21 to 2021-22.

11.1

Impact on residential customers

From 1 July 2019, demand tariffs became the default assignment for residential and small
business new connections and customers on flat tariffs upgrading their meter by customer
choice.
Our ‘typical’ residential customer on a legacy flat energy tariff with energy consumption of 5
MWh per year, has a $17 (less than 3%) increase in the network component of the annual
bill from 2020-21 to 2021-22 (see Table 11.1).
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12

CONSISTENCY WITH THE TARIFF
STRUCTURE STATEMENT

Clause 6.18.2(b)(7A) of the NER requires that a pricing proposal must demonstrate how
each proposed tariff is consistent with the corresponding indicative pricing levels for the
relevant regulatory year as set out in the relevant indicative pricing schedule, or explain any
material differences between them.
This Pricing Proposal is based on our TSS for 2019-24, with tariff transition and revenue
rebalancing across classes delayed by one year in 2020-21 due to uncertainties associated
with the COVID-19 pandemic. Consideration of customer impacts influence the speed of
proposed transition and rebalancing, both aiming to deliver more efficient pricing. The
transition may be further be slowed due to the revised forecasts and revenues, including
under-recovery for 2020-21, and consideration of customer impacts.
Our 2020-21 Pricing Proposal volume estimates were determined in March 2020, when
there was significant uncertainty about the impact at the developing COVID-19 pandemic
on the economy and energy consumption. For this Pricing Proposal we have taken the
opportunity to update our volume estimates. These changes are driven by our standard
econometric approach and reflect the growth of rooftop solar in our distribution area. With
uncertainty about COVID-19 reduced but not fully resolved, our forecasts also reflected the
changed pattern of consumption across residential and non-residential customers.
Our Pricing Proposal’s revised volume estimates for 2020-21 and 2021-22 are about 4%
and 5% lower (respectively) than the forecasts used to set the 2020-21 prices and 2021-22
indicative prices in our 2020-21 Pricing Proposal. We have also updated the volume
forecasts for the remainder of the regulatory period, with a downward revision of about 4%
in all remaining years.
Deviations from the indicative prices for 2021-22 are due to the updates to:
•

allowed revenues

•

forecast customer numbers

•

energy and demand forecasts including those resulting from the proposed
reassignment of customers as part of the annual review of tariff thresholds

•

prescribed services (TransGrid TUOS)

•

approved jurisdictional schemes (Climate Change Fund) contributions, and

•

the proposed deferral by one year of the tariff transition and tariff rebalancing under
our TSS, due to uncertainty associated with COVID-19.

Our indicative prices for the remaining years of the regulatory period reflect our tariff reform
which includes:
•

ensuring that the disparity between small business and residential demand tariffs is
progressively removed
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•

rebalancing our small to medium business tariffs to maintain the reduction in fixed
charges as indicated in our approved TSS. The rebalancing is within the long-term
view of simplifying our tariff structures flagged in our Revised Proposal. 19

•

offsetting any increases in peak energy charges by decreases in shoulder or offpeak charges to remove incentive for inefficient investment in distributed energy
resources (DER) by businesses.

Table 12.1 provides a comparison of network tariff prices by charging parameter (prices
proposed for 2021-22 in this Pricing Proposal vs indicative prices for 2021-22 based on the
initial Pricing Proposal 2019-20).

19
Ausgrid, Revised Proposal – Attachment 10.1 Tariff Structure Statement, January 2019, p 48.
Available at https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/Ausgrid%20-%20Revised%20Proposal%20%20Attachment%2010.01%20Tariff%20Structure%20Statement%20-%20January%202019.pdf.
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13

COMPLIANCE WITH NATIONAL ELECTRICITY
RULES

Clause 6.18.2(b)(7) of the NER requires that a pricing proposal must demonstrate
compliance with the Rules and any applicable distribution determination, including the
Distribution Network Service Provider's TSS for the relevant regulatory control period.
Our approved TSS has demonstrated compliance with the pricing principles (NER clause
6.18.5).
This Pricing Proposal is based on our TSS for 2019-24, with tariff transition and revenue
rebalancing across classes prudently deferred by one year in 2020-21 due to uncertainties
associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. We carefully manage the speed of the transition
and rebalancing taken into account customer impacts, delivering efficient pricing signals
and within the constraints of our control mechanism. This approach is consistent with
clause 6.18.5(h) of the NER, which provides for giving effect to the pricing principles over a
reasonable period of transition.
We have updated the volume and revenue forecasts for the remainder of the regulatory
period and provided an indicative price schedule for the remaining years of the 2019-24
regulatory period.
Table 13.1 provides a compliance checklist.
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Based on customers’ energy consumption history as at 31 December 2020, we propose to
reassign 3,299 customers during 2021-22 (see Table 14.1). We will notify customers’
retailers before implementing tariff changes. We have considered customer impacts on
customers subject to the reassignment and utilised transitional tariffs where the impact of
moving the customer to their new NUOS tariff was unacceptable.
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15

PUBLIC LIGHTING SERVICES

Public lighting services are classified as alternative control services. These services are
subject to a different control mechanism to our general network services, which the AER
has given a standard control services classification.
Public lighting encompasses the provision, construction and maintenance of public lighting
and emerging public lighting technology. Ausgrid provides public lighting services to over
100 customers including councils, community groups and government associations. There
are over 240,000 public lights in Ausgrid’s network area, which are typically installed on
major and minor roadways. A conventional public light comprises of five (5) main
components: a lamp, a luminaire, a bracket, a support structure, and a connection to the
low voltage electricity network.
Public Lighting Prices for 2021-22
Our proposed public lighting prices for 2021-22 are shown in Appendix B.
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16

ANCILLARY NETWORK SERVICES

Background
Ancillary network services (ANS) are non-routine services that are provided by a DNSP to
individual customers on an “as needs” basis. These services are classified by the AER as
alternative control services and do not form part of Ausgrid’s distribution use of system
revenue requirement determined by the AER. Rather, the DNSP recovers the costs of
providing alternative control services through a range of fees.
Ancillary network services charges for 2021-22
Our proposed ANS charges for 2021-22 are shown in Appendix B.
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17

METERING SERVICES

Background
The AER classified our type 5 and 6 metering services as an alternative control service. 22
Ausgrid recovers the costs of these services through a range of metering charges approved
in the AER’s Final Decision, and which are escalated each year by an approved price
control mechanism. The cost recovery of our type 5 and 6 metering services is separate
from our distribution use of system revenue requirement.
Metering services charges for 2021-22
Our proposed metering services charges for 2021-22 are shown in Appendix B.

22

AER, Final Decision: Ausgrid 2019-24 distribution determination, April 2019, p. 12-13.
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Indicative pricing schedule for the remaining years in the
2019-24 control period
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Residential customer impacts
Based on Figure 2.3 in Section 2 of the TSS showing the assignment of residential
customers from 1 July 2019, the following figures show the impact on residential customers
moving from their current tariff to a new tariff from 1 July 2021 and impacts at the end of the
regulatory period in 2023-24.
Box A2.1 is a key to the set of residential customer impact figures including:
•

Figures A2.1 to A2.5: the impact on customers on each of the tariffs in 2020-21 from
1 July 2021

•

Figures A2.6 and A2.7: the impact on customers on flat tariff being assigned to a new
demand (introductory) tariff due to meter failure after 1 July 2021, and the impact of
being reassigned to the default demand tariff after 12 months

•

Figure A2.8: the impact on customers being assigned to a demand tariff due to change
from a flat tariff to a smart meter by customer initiated action after 1 July 2021

•

Figure A2.9: the impact on TOU customers opting-in to a demand tariff due to change for
any reason from an interval meter to a smart meter after 1 July 2021

•

Figures A2.10 and A2.11: the impact on customers on the continuing non-demand tariffs
(flat and TOU) of tariff price progression from 2021-22 to the end of the regulatory period
in 2023-24

•

Figures A2.12 and A2.13: the impact on customers on the two new demand tariffs of
tariff price progression from 2021-22 to the end of the regulatory period in 2023-24.
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Box A2.1. Key to residential customer impact figures
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Small business customer impacts
Based on Figure 2.4 in Section 2 of the TSS showing the assignment of small business customers
from 1 July 2019, the following figures show the impact on small business customers moving from
their current tariff to a new tariff from 1 July 2021 and impacts at the end of the regulatory period in
2023-24.
Box A2.2 is a key to the set of small business customer impact figures including:
•

Figures A2.14 to A2.18: the impact on customers on each of the tariffs in 2020-21 from 1 July
2021

•

Figures A2.19 and A2.20: the impact on customers on flat tariffs being assigned to a new
demand (introductory) tariff due to meter failure after 1 July 2021, and the impact of being
reassigned to the default demand tariff after 12 months

•

Figure A2.21: the impact on customers being assigned to a new demand tariff due to change
from a flat tariff to a smart meter by customer initiated action after 1 July 2021

•

Figure A2.22: the impact on TOU customers opting-in to a demand tariff due to change for any
reason from an interval meter to a smart meter after 1 July 2021

•

Figures A2.23 and A2.24: the impact on customers on the continuing non-demand tariffs of
tariff price progression from 2021-22 to the end of the regulatory period in 2023-24

•

Figures A2.25 and A2.26: the impact on customers on the two new demand tariffs of tariff price
progression from 2021-22 to the end of the regulatory period in 2023-24.
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Box A2.2. Key to small business customer impact figures
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Figure A2.39. Price change impact: EA317 (Transitional 160-750 MWh pa) from 2020-21 to 2021-22
[supressed due to the small sample size]

Summary results
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151.4%
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5.6
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54.2%

7.7%
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Figure A2.40. Tariff progression over time: EA317 (Transitional 160-750 MWh pa) from 2021-22 to 2023-24
[supressed due to the small sample size]

Summary results
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Completed compliance spreadsheet (CONFIDENTIAL)
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TransGrid’s transmission charges for 2021-22
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Appendix B. Alternative Control Services Fee Schedule
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